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3b) split rules -> parametric rules (similar to [1])
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Our inverse procedural modelling pipeline.

2. Split tree inferred for each façade

Façade synthesis
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The computational time linear wrt number of
Haussmannian façades given as input.

Our rules capture the logic: number of rules wrt the
number of Haussmannian (top) and Gruenderzeit
(bottom) façades given as input, using no compression,
n-ary compression and n-ary and rule inference
compression (log scale).

Façade clustering and retrieval
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4. Inferred rules are used for comparison, editing, virtual
façade synthesis, and rendering.

Graz 2012
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3. Compressing trees gives set of rules

Example labellings. Can you see the logic?
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1. (Automatic [2,3]) labellings of rectified façade

Motivation

# of inferred rules (log scale)

New procedural modelling method to
automatically learn a grammar from a set of
façades, generate new facade instances and
compare façades. We infer a model whose
successive refinements are production rules
tailored for each task.
We demonstrate our automatic rule inference on
datasets of two different architectural styles. Time
required to build a procedural model of a façade
cut down from several days to a few milliseconds.
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3a) Binary split rules -> n-ary split rules

Urban models are key to navigation, architecture
and entertainment. Compression, generating new
façade designs and structurally comparing
façades for classification, retrieval and clustering
remain manual tasks.

total computational time in ms

Abstract

Structural style clustering
Architectural clustering for ECP2011
and Graz2012, re-ordered according
to its dendrogram (log scale).
Some of the associated labellings
are shown on the right.

Use cases

CMC for ECP2011
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Retrieval: localization & matching
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Synthesis results from the ECP2011 dataset.

Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMC)
for ECP2011 for semantic façade retrieval.
Powersets distance captures better the
structural similarities over common rules
distance.

Mean expected accuracy
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2-balcony type:
most common
facade type in
ECP2011 dataset
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